This paper attempts to explore NooJ's "generation" mode to automatically produce transformations of sentences containing English Phrasal Verbs (PV). We exploit the same electronic dictionary and grammar previously used to recognize PV in large corpora (Machonis 2010 (Machonis , 2012 , but have had to design a specific grammar for generating sentences, following the examples in Silberztein (2016), which showed how NooJ could generate over two million transformations or parallel sentences from the simple sentence Joe likes Lea. We created a grammar that can generate variations of a single phrase containing one of the PV found in the NooJ PV dictionary. For the moment the grammar only handles singular nouns in the present and past tense, but it is capable of applying a succession of transformations -particle movement, preterit, negation, clefting, modal insertion, aspect introduction, question formation, and passive voice, along with various combinations of these transformations -to over 1,200 PV from the electronic dictionary.
Introduction
English Phrasal Verbs (PV) have presented a fascinating challenge for Natural Language Processing, and as we will see in this paper, for Automatic Natural Language Generation, as well. We used the NooJ platform, a freeware linguistic development environment that can be downloaded from http://www.nooj4nlp.net/. NooJ allows linguists to describe several levels of linguistic phenomena and then apply formalized descriptions to any corpus of texts. Previously, we have used NooJ to identify all PV in large corpora, such as the complete novels of Dickens and Melville, other 19 th novels, as well as a transcribed oral corpus of Larry King Live programs from January 2000. Hodapp (2010) , however, is the only researcher who has used NooJ to recognize PV and then apply the results for language generation. Using the NooJ PV grammar and dictionary, she designed a graphical user interface to help undergraduate students reduce PV usage -often considered informal -in academic papers. Her program generated single-word verb suggestions that could take the place of automatically identified PV.
This paper attempts to explore NooJ's "generation" mode to automatically produce paraphrases of sentences that are described by grammars. We exploit the same electronic dictionary used in NooJ to recognize PV, but have had to design a specific grammar for generating sentences that involve PV. As an initial experiment, we created a grammar that can generate variations of a single phrase containing a PV, involving transformations such as particle movement, preterit, negation, clefting -both of the subject and the object -modal insertion, aspect introduction, question formation, and passive voice, along with various combinations of these transformations. 
NooJ's PV Parsing Capabilities
Using NooJ, Machonis (2010 Machonis ( , 2012 showed that the automatic recognition of PV proved to be far more complex than for other multi-word expressions due to three main factors: (1) their possible discontinuous nature (e.g., let out the dogs  let the dogs out), (2) their confusion with verbs followed by simple prepositions (e.g., Do you remember what I asked you in Rome? (preposition) vs. Did you ask the prince in when he arrived? (PV)), and (3) genuine ambiguity only resolvable from context (e.g., Her neighbor was looking over the broken fence, which can mean either "looking above the fence" (preposition) or "examining the fence" (PV)). On the bright side, though, NooJ can correctly identify many discontinuous PV, such as the following:
(1) I folded all my bills up uniformly (Great Expectations)
(2) he had that club-hammer there ... to knock some one's brains out with (Moby Dick) (3) a program that has effectively brought our crime rates down (Larry King Live).
NooJ requires both a grammar and a dictionary that work in tandem to annotate PV in large corpora. The dictionary is based on previous work using Maurice Gross' (1994 Gross' ( , 1996 Lexicon-Grammar approach. Lexicon-Grammar limits abstract notions in syntax and accentuates the reproducibility of linguistic data in the form of exhaustive syntactic tables, which are manually constructed and contain both lexical and syntactic information, as can be seen in the sample Table 1 . From these LexiconGrammar tables of PV, we created a NooJ PV dictionary that contains more than 1,200 entries, which when used in tandem with the PV grammar, could automatically annotate PV in large corpora. Figure  2 is a sample of this dictionary, which mirrors much of the information contained within the LexiconGrammar entry seen in Table 1 .
Although early experiments identified much noise, three disambiguation grammars, adverbial and adjectival expression filters, and idiom dictionaries were added to remove false PV without creating silence. This has made for a fairly intricate way to accurately annotate PV in large corpora. Overall, our NooJ PV studies have achieved 88% accuracy, with most of the noise coming from the particles in and on, which are fairly tricky to distinguish automatically from prepositions (e.g. had a strange smile on her thin lips (preposition) vs. had her hat and jacket on (PV)). However, in a more recent study on the novels of Dickens and Melville, we reduced the NooJ dictionary to include only six particles (out, up, down, away, back, off) instead of twelve, which helped us achieve 98% accuracy. Other linguists, such as Hiltunen (1994:135) , also limited searches to these six typical particles representing three levels of PV frequency: high (out, up), mid (down, away), and low (back, off). However, for our generation study, we used the original PV dictionary of over 1,200 entries. 
NooJ's PV Generating Capabilities
As an initial experiment, we created a grammar that can generate variations of a single phrase containing a PV. We changed the local variables in the original PV parsing grammar to global variables, and then added new pathways for the various transformations, following the examples in Silberztein (2015 Silberztein ( , 2016 , which showed how NooJ could generate over two million transformations or parallel sentences from simple sentences, such as Luc aime Léa 'Luke likes Lea' and Joe likes Lea. For the moment the grammar (Figure 3 ) only handles singular nouns in the present and past tense, but it is capable of applying a succession of transformations -particle movement, preterit, negation, clefting (both of the subject and the object), modal insertion, aspect introduction, question formation, and passive voice -to over 1,200 PV from the electronic dictionary. The upper pathway recognizes a sentence containing a PV and creates the first variants, with past tense and particle movement. So, if we enter: Max figures out the problem, that sentence is recognized, but NooJ also creates, Max figured out the problem, Max figures the problem out, and Max figured the problem out. Also, Max and the problem could be substituted by pronouns.
The next series of transformations deal with negation, modal insertion and aspect introduction. In the middle of the graph, we have the clefting conduit, either It is he who, It is Max who, or It is the problem that, followed by the same PV. In the case of clefting of the subject, the sentence will also undergo particle movement, negation, modal insertion, and aspectual variants. All in all, for every sentence containing a PV, this NooJ grammar will create 2,694 entries, and sometimes more in the case of certain irregular verbs, such as burn, which has two past tenses, burned and burnt. This grammar can also generate sentences based on all the other PV in the NooJ PV dictionary such as, clear away the area, push back the deadline, hand in the exam, call off the trip, turn on the radio, burn down the building, shred up the document, etc. as can be seen in Table 2 . If we apply the PV Generate Grammar to all of the 1,200 verbs listed in the NooJ PV dictionary, NooJ would have generated over three million different sentences.
Conclusion
Not only does this research shed light on a major NLG problem, i.e., generating sentences containing discontinuous multiword expressions, but it seems to approach solving the original Chomskian challenge of generating "all and only" the sentences of a language. Some of these sentences might sound more natural than others, and some will need a specific context to appear likely, however, all of the sentences generated are grammatical. Speakers may choose certain forms over others during the course of a conversation, in what might be called discourse management. Nevertheless, NooJ does allow the user to specify which transformations are to be applied and thus limit the number of sentences generated to a specific context. As can be seen in this preliminary test, NooJ is a very powerful tool for linguistics, as well as Natural Language Generation.
